The adoption of machine learning in health care hinges on the transparency of the used algorithms, necessitating the need for explanation methods. However, despite a growing literature on explaining neural networks, no consensus has been reached on how to evaluate those explanation methods. We propose IROF, a new approach to evaluating explanation methods that circumvents the need for manual evaluation. Compared to other recent work, our approach requires several orders of magnitude less computational resources and no human input, making it accessible to lower resource groups and robust to human bias.
INTRODUCTION
Health AI has already started to show value in high-income countries and there is broad consensus that the potential in low and middle income countries is even more significant Wahl et al. (2018) . Health AI will play important roles, e.g., for cost reduction, scaling of treatments and for training of new medical professionals. Explainability of Health AI is a critical factor for all of these dimensions. Explainability methods have matured considerably and numerous schemes have appeared for e.g. explaining image based diagnostics Samek et al. (2019) , however, the evaluation of visual explanation methods remains an unsolved problem. Hence it remains a challenge to select among the many proposed explainability schemes and understand the value for a particular application. When designing an evaluation metric for explanation methods, certain desiderata apply, e.g. a metric should be quantitative in order to assist decision making, it should be sensitive to the important features of the give problem, and it should not be too costly to evaluate.
We introduce IROF (Iterative Removal Of Features) as a new approach to quantitatively evaluate explanation methods without relying on human evaluation. The new evaluation metric is relevant to the features of medical decision problems as it is based on diagnostic accuracy and circumvents the problem of high correlation between neighbour pixels as well as the human bias that are present in current evaluation methods. The new method is computationally 'lightweight' compared to other proposed metrics.
PREVIOUS WORK ON EVALUATING EXPLANATION METHODS
The evaluation of explanation methods is a relatively recent topic with few systematic approaches (Ancona et al., 2018; Hooker et al., 2018; Adebayo et al., 2018; Fong & Vedaldi, 2017) . To our knowledge, Bach et al. (2015) proposed the first quantitative approach to evaluate an explanation method by flipping pixels to their opposite and comparing the decrease in output with the relevance attributed to the pixel by the explanation method. As the authors note, this only works for lowdimensional input. This work was followed up upon in Samek et al. (2016) . By dividing highdimensional images into squares, they make the method feasible for high-dimensional inputs. Squares with high relevance (as measured by the explanation method) consecutively get replaced with noise sampled from the uniform distribution. The difference between the original output and the output for the degraded images indicates the quality of the explanation method. 1 arXiv:2003.08747v1 [cs.CV] 9 Mar 2020 Ancona et al. (2018) proposed a different approach to evaluate explanation methods, called Sensitivityn, based on the notion that the decrease in output when several inputs are cancelled out should be equal to the sum of their relevances. As this is based on the assumption that input dimensions are not correlated, it is questionable for high resolution medical images. Hooker et al. (2018) proposes a quantitative approach to evaluate explanation methods, ROAR. For each explanation method, they extract the relevance maps over the entire training set. They degrade the training set by setting different percentages of the pixels with the highest relevance to the mean and retrain the network. Each retrained network is evaluated on the test set. The accuracy on the test set decreases dependent on the percentage of pixels set to the mean. Compared to our method, ROAR requires more computational resources in the order of magnitudes. Following the authors suggestions requires retraining ResNet50 25 times for each method. As a rough estimate, evaluating all methods we considered with ROAR would take 241 days using eight GPUs 1 , making it infeasible for most research groups. Due to this we will not consider ROAR further in this report. Figure 1 : Quantitative evaluation with IROF: Relevant segments as identified by an explanation method get consecutively replaced by the mean colour over the entire dataset. The IROF score of an explanation method is the integrated decrease in the class score over the number of removed segments.
EVALUATING EXPLANATION METHODS QUANTITATIVELY WITH IROF
Quantitative evaluation is a recurring problem with explainability methods. This is especially true for high-dimensional input, such as images, where important features consist of locally highly correlated pixels. If the information in one pixel is lost, this loss will not change the overall feature and should not result in a changed output score. The relevance values of single pixels are not indicative of the feature's importance as a whole. We circumvent this problem by utilizing conventional image segmentation. First dividing the image into coherent segments bypasses the interdependency between the inputs.
IROF methodology
We assume a neural network F : X → y with X ∈ R m×m and a set of explanation methods {e j } J j=1 with e j : X, y, F → E with E ∈ R m×m . Without loss of generality we assume a quadratic image with width and height m. Furthermore we partition each image X n into a set of segments {S l n } L l=1 using a given segmentation method with s l n,i,j = 1 indicating that pixel x n,i,j belongs to segment l. Computing the mean importance ||Ej,nS l n ||1 ||S l n ||1 of each segment according to a given explanation method j, two segments can be compared with each other. We then sort the segments in decreasing order of importance according to the explanation method.
We use X l n to indicate X n with the l segments with highest mean relevance replaced with the mean value. Computing F (X l n ) y repeatedly with increasing l ∈ 0, ..., L results in a curve of the class score dependent on how many segments of the image are removed. Dividing this curve by F (X 0 n ) y normalizes the scores to be within [0, 1] and makes curves comparable between input samples and networks. A good explanation method will attribute high relevance to segments important for classification. As segments with high relevance are removed first, the score for the target class will decrease faster. By computing the area over the curve (AOC) for the class score curve and averaging over many input samples, we can score the methods according to how reliably they identify relevant areas of the image input. For a good explanation method, the AOC will be higher. We refer to this evaluation method as the iterative removal of features (IROF). The IROF score for a given explanation method e j is expressed as:
(1)
This approach is a quantitative comparison of two or more explainability methods that does not rely on human evaluation or alignment between human and NN reasoning. For each explanation method the work-flow produces a single value, enabling convenient comparison between multiple explanation methods. A higher IROF score indicates that more information about the classification was captured.
IROF is dependent on having meaningful segments in the input, as natural images do. Dividing up text or non-natural images such as EEG into meaningful and independent segments does not have a natural solution and is left for future research.
EXPERIMENTS
We tested our method on five neural network architectures trained on ImageNet. Details are in the appendix. In addition we present results for a medical task, diagnosing skin diseases, in section 4.3. We compared Saliency (SM), Guided Backpropagation ( We use SLIC for image segmentation due to availability and quick run time Achanta et al. (2012) . Preliminary experiments with Quickshift showed similar results (Vedaldi & Soatto, 2008) . We therefore hypothesize that IROF is not sensitive to the choice of segmentation algorithm, although a more thorough study with more segmentation algorithms would be needed to confirm this. A good evaluation method should be able to reject the null hypothesis (a given explanation method is no better than random choice) with high confidence. Motivated by this, we compare IROF by calculating the paired t-test of an explanation method versus random guessing. This comparison is done with multiple explanation methods and networks, to reduce the impact of the explanation method.
EVALUATING IROF FOR VALIDITY AS AN EVALUATION METHOD
We compare IROF and pixel removal with mean value and black as a replacement value respectively and additionally against Samek et al. (2016) . For IROF and Samek et al. (2016) we set the 10% most relevant segments to the mean value over the dataset. For pixel removal, we set the equivalent number of pixels to the mean value. The percentage of segments or pixels being removed was chosen ad-hoc. If the difference in degradation between random choice and the explanation method is high, the explanation method reports meaningful information. Since we compare the same explanation method on the same neural network with different evaluation methods, the p-values only contain information about how meaningful the evaluation method is. Results are shown in fig. 2 (extended in section 6.2). In table 1 we provide results for forty images in tabular form (other methods in section 6.2). On forty images, all evaluation methods produce p-values below 0.05. However, IROF can reject the null hypothesis (this explanation method does not contain any information), with much higher confidence with the same number of samples for any configuration. Thus, IROF is more sensitive to the explanation method than pixel removal or Samek et al. (2016) , making it the better choice to quantitatively evaluate an explanation method.
Especially compared to Samek et al. (2016) , IROF has several advantages. By taking natural image features into account via segmentation, it circumvents the problem of high local correlation between pixels belonging to the same feature. By normalizing the degraded outputs with the original output we decrease the dependency of IROF on the original outputs and consequently on the quality of the trained neural network and the clarity of the images. Furthermore, replacement with the mean value does not move an image as far from the input distribution as replacement with uniform noise, meaning that we do not measure how sensitive a neural network is to out-of-distribution input. Thus, IROF is a more sensitive way to evaluate explanations for neural networks than pixel removal. Figure 3 : IROF scores for different methods and networks. Higher is better. Dotted are baselines without any information about weights. The networks are ordered according to accuracy from high to low.
EVALUATING EXPLANATION METHODS WITH IROF
We apply IROF on multiple neural network architectures trained on ImageNet with a hundred randomly chosen correctly classified images from the test set and show the results in fig. 3 . To check we are not simply measuring vulnerability of the neural network to degradation of the input we include two non-informative baselines, Random (randomly chooses segments to remove) and Sobel (applying Sobel edge detection on the image and using the extracted edges as the relevance heatmap).
Additionally we compared against LIME as a method that is not based on attribution but on local approximation of the neural network Ribeiro et al. (2016) . The results in fig. 3 
(numbers in table 6) show several important insights:
Explanation methods capture relevant information: All explanation methods have a higher IROF than the random baseline on all architectures tested. Except for LIME, all methods also surpass the stronger baseline, Sobel, indicating that all backpropagation-based methods capture meaningful information on the classification.
Explainability seems to be inversely correlated to accuracy: The IROF scores for all methods except LIME for a particular network architectures are strongly correlated. The networks in fig. 3 are ordered according to accuracy from low to high. Higher IROF scores for a network, indicating easier interpretability, are correlated with lower accuracies. Especially in a medical context where transparency is important, this implies a trade-off between performance and interpretability. Measuring the interpretability of a neural network with IROF could provide an objective measure alongside accuracy.
Explanation methods are relatively constant in their ordering: Though the individual IROF values vary, the ranking of explainability methods between networks is relatively constant, with GradCAM and SmoothGrad outperforming Integrated Gradients and Saliency Maps. We attribute the strong variance of LIME to the relatively high uncertainty due to random sampling that was already noted in Zhang et al. (2019) . As shown in Adebayo et al. (2018) the other exception, Guided Backprop (GP), is resistant to randomization of the neural network weights, supporting our finding here. In section 4.3 we investigate whether this constant ordering is due to testing all methods on the same dataset or due to inherent properties of the explanation method. To investigate the validity of IROF in a medical context, we consider the classification task of the ISIC skin lesion challenge . An Xception architecture is fine-tuned to classify seven skin diseases based on dermoscopic images (details in section 6.4). Results are shown in table 2. Despite the task being very different from ImageNet, the ranking of the respective methods is identical to the ImageNet task. SmoothGrad and GradCAM perform best, indicating that they would be most useful for aiding medical professionals. In contrast to the previous experiment, the Sobel edge detector outperforms both Saliency Mapping and Integrated Gradients. Given that Saliency Mapping is often used to check the validity of neural networks for medical tasks, this is an interesting result Esteva et al. (2017) . Especially in a low-resource environment, more reliable explanation methods can be used to aid cooperation between doctor and machine.
EVALUATING EXPLANATION METHODS ON ISIC SKIN CANCER
However, since we only finetuned the network weights with a small dataset, more experiments are needed to verify this result. Additionally, IROF scores are substantially lower on the ISIC task than on the Imagenet task. This is not surprising, as it implies that diagnosis of skin lesions is harder to interpret than the classification of natural images.
CONCLUSION
The adoptions of health AI and realizing the huge potential in low and middle income countries is contingent on performance, usability and trust. In this context explainability is of paramount importance. However, the proposed schemes for explaining, e.g., visual diagnostics based on deep learning, currently come without a satisfying evaluation metric.
In this work we propose a novel way of evaluation for explanation methods that circumvents the problem of high correlation between pixels and does not rely on visual inspection by humans. To our knowledge, this is the first work that systematically evaluates the evaluation metric at hand. We found that IROF is more reliable than previous metrics while needing less resources. We evaluate several explanation methods on multiple architectures with IROF. The results imply a trade-off between accuracy and interpretability. We show evidence supporting the use of SmoothGrad (an aggregated version of Saliency Maps) over Saliency Maps. This was particularly pronounced for medical diagnosis.
Finally, we suggest the use of IROF for evaluating the inherent interpretability of a network architecture, giving practitioners an objective and intuitive metric to weigh against accuracy when deciding on neural network architectures for high-stakes tasks.
APPENDIX
6.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
GENERAL
We use SLIC for image segmentation due to availability and quick run time Achanta et al. (2012) . Preliminary experiments with Quickshift showed similar results (Vedaldi & Soatto, 2008) . SLIC was chosen over Quickshift due to the quicker run time. The number of segments was set to 300 ad hoc. fig. 1 shows the same procedure with 100 segments for the sake of clarity.
Some of the methods result in positive and negative evidence. We only conssdered positive evidence for the ImageNet tasks to compare methods against each other. To check that this does not corrupt the methods, we compared the methods that do contain negative results against their filtered version and found negligible difference between the two versions of a method in the used metrics.
EVALUATING THE EVALUATION
We report p-values for evaluating with 50 images on ResNet101 in the manner described in section 4.1 in tabular form to provide a clear overview. We provide an extended version of fig. 2 . Figure 4 : P-values for the rejection of the random removal null-hypothesis. Extended graphs
IROF SCORES FOR EVALUATION METHODS
In the main script we visualize the IROF scores in a plot, since the comparison of eight methods over five networks is hard to comprehend in a table. We supply the numerical values in table 6. 
